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GV-LPC1200 / LPR1200 Version History 
 

Firmware V2.12 2020-11-19 

Modified: 

 Certain audio codec removed 

 
 

Firmware V2.11 2020-01-02 

The version history applies to the following model: 

 GV-LPR1200 

Fixed: 

 Chances of deleting certain license plates instead of the license plates selected for deletion, 

from the Standalone Database on GV-LPR1200’s Web interface, after restart 

 
 

Firmware V2.10 2019-01-10 

The version history applies to the following model: 

 GV-LPR1200 

New: 

 Support for sending UHF tag numbers from connected GV-RU9003 along with LPR access 

records to GV-ASManager V5.1.0.0 or later 

Fixed: 

 Chances of mis-recognizing vertically striped air vents as numeral characters ‘1’ 

 Chances of delayed recognition response time of up to 1.5 hours 

 Denying access to vehicle licenses with access rights within a minute after rebooting 

 Inability to display Gateway IP on the Web interface during network connection failure 
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Firmware V2.03 2018-03-20 

The version history applies to the following model: 

 GV-LPR1200 

New: 

 Support for Israel and Poland recognition engines 

Improved: 

 Enhanced the recognition accuracy for recognizing 7-character license plates 

 
 

Firmware V2.02 2018-01-15 

New: 

 Time of recognition activation added for when the Detection Mode is selected as “Parking (I/O) 

2” for GV-LPR1200 

 Character size of license plate upon recognition added to live view for GV-LPR1200 

 

Fixed: 

 Certain network security vulnerabilities  

 
 

Firmware V2.00 2017-10-27 

New: 

 “Parking (I/O) 2” option added to Detection Mode to avoid multiple recognition results from 

triggering the related output repeatedly 

 Support for GV-RU9003 UHF RFID eTag reader 

 Support for triggering the Output 2 on the camera as soon as the parking lot is full 

Fixed: 

 Incorrect character recognition setting of Polish recognition engine. 
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Firmware V1.13 2017-09-19 

Fixed: 

 The inability to zoom in/out continuously when holding down the zoom in/out button 

 Chance of repeated reboot over a period of time 

 

 

Firmware V1.12 2017-08-18 

Fixed: 

 The inability of accessing live view over the network when UPnP function is enabled on the 

cameras over a period of time 

 Changes in Daylight savings time not kept when the camera is connected to GV-ASManager 

 Endless loop of rebooting caused by Auto Reboot Setup 

 GV-LPR1200 unable to access license plate logs from its standalone database 

 Rare chance of Web Interface failure when the Zoom In button under Camera Adjustment is 

repeatedly pushed 
 

 

 

Firmware V1.10 2016-06-04 

New: 

 Additional alarm output trigger on GV-LPR1200 by LPR events when connecting to 

ASManager V4.4.0.0  

 Registering license plates directly on GV-LPR1200 through a web browser on 

standalone-database mode  

 Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) and WDR schedule for a specific time frame 
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